attack by challengers.

The report claimed that in contrast, Mr. Wells declined to use that yardstick in noncomparative renewal hearings, where charges were brought by citizen groups. "Mr. Wells was indifferent to virtually all concentration issues raised by station trading," the report goes on to say. He would not interfere with transfers regardless of the local, regional or national concentration-of-control issues involved, the report added.

In the instances where Mr. Wells wrote a majority opinion for the commission denying renewal, said the study, it was always on the grounds of technical failures, fraudulent commercial practices or misrepresentations to the FCC. He never voted for sanctions against large group broadcasters, added the report.

With regard to cable television, the report claimed, Mr. Wells "consistently" voted against cable operators or any expansion of cable service. He dissented in all cases involving a direct broadcaster/cable operator confrontation such as signal importation or exclusivity protection and Mr. Wells dissented to even taking up the three major cable rulemakings (distant signal importation, federal/state/local state cable regulation and program availability) initiated during his tenure, noted the report. With respect to the fairness-doctrine issue, Mr. Wells opted in virtually every proceeding (11) for lesser burdens on licensees and against citizen groups seeking greater diversity, said the report. In only two fairness-doctrine cases did Mr. Wells vote for the complainant. One case involved a political issue where then-President Richard Nixon had used prime time on five occasions to express administration views on Southeast Asia, and the other case was a nonproduct ad on the country's need for oil.

Another question raised by Mr. Kramer's study concerned Mr. Wells' commitment to equal employment opportunity and nondiscrimination. In the four years since Mr. Wells left the commission and has resumed "stewardship" of the five Harris stations, said the report, those stations still do not have a single full-time minority employee in a top level position. The record for women is "scarcely better," added the report.

Mr. Kramer's study acknowledged that there are many possible answers to some of the study's issues. But, it emphasized, there are many important questions that still need to be asked.

**BBDO weighs season that's about to start**

It sees action, comedy on ABC, "balance" on CBS, same mixture on NBC that worked in 1974-75

ABC-TV, trying to catch up in the approaching fall season, "is beefing up the two areas that are the most popular this season," increasing action/adventure/mystery to fill exactly half of its evening schedule and expanding situation comedies slightly. It's not particularly dominant on any night but is scheduling to gather strength throughout the week, and it "does have a particularly strong movie list this year and could find renewed strength in many movie time periods."

Those evaluations are from BBDO's new "General Information Report: Nighttime Network Television," which it publishes annually as a client and agency personnel just before the start of a new season. This year's volume also includes these views on the other networks:

CBS-TV "has a balance of programing which the other networks do not." It "looks to be dominant on both Monday and Saturday night," and with a strong movie to follow The Waltons it might take Thursday night as well.

NBC "has the least over-all balance in programing" of all three networks but its proportions are about the same as those that succeeded for it during the past year: 50% action/adventure, one-fourth drama, one-fourth situation comedy and movies. Friday will again be its strongest night: "Other time periods are strong but no other night dominates the schedule."

Actually, BBDO's examination of network trends in scheduling occupies only three of the new volume's 148 pages, which predominantly are devoted to statistical reports on program types, for example: summaries of trends within the different types, production credits on all regularly scheduled prime-time shows and short summaries of such topics as Bicen- tennial program plans, prime access time and family-viewing time.

Over-all, the report said, action/adventure/mystery will be as strong as during the past year, occupying 40.9% of the nighttime schedule, while the rest of the time is divided 50-50 between general and family drama and situation comedies and movies. Movies, it notes, will be down by almost one-third, from approximately 30 half-hours a week to approximately 20.